Virtual Alpaca
VIP Event

Featured Speakers

September 9, 2021
RSVP by August 25, 2021

Attendees will learn how all our work comes together to bring
the most innovative, reliable, highest quality products to the
market, born from expertise and a steadfast dedication to
alpaca nutrition. The event is designed to be an enjoyable and
information-filled learning opportunity.

Dr. Jen Parsons

Amanda VandenBosch

Dr. Norm Evans

Jackie King

Senior Nutritionist, Mazuri

Breeder, Judge, and Owner
of Flying Dutchman Alpacas

When: Thursday, September 9th, 2021
Time: 5:00-6:30 p.m. CDT
Agenda:

DVM and Camelid Consultant

■

Introductions & welcome by John Zeloski

■

Alpaca feed management, fiber quality, and care

■

■

■

Owner, Suri & Co

Mazuri Team

Fiber development, forage quality, and experience
from Dr. Evans

John Zeloski
Director

Deep dive into alpaca nutrition and Mazuri products
by Dr. Jen Parsons

Rachel Niemackl-Matthias

Live Q&A session

Southeastern Regional Account Manager

Regional Account Manager

Mark Dennison

Don’t miss this exciting and informational event!
Register with your Mazuri or Purina Sales Specialist today.
®

®

Every attendee will receive an attendance gift

New!

Virtual Alpaca VIP Event
Get an inside look at
alpaca nutrition and care.
Register now to learn, chat, and exchange ideas with some
of the most knowledgeable professionals in the industry.
Attendees to our Virtual Alpaca VIP will learn how the best
science and nutritional expertise is incorporated into every
bag of Mazuri® Alpaca Feeds. Register today.

WATCH and learn from the most knowledgeable experts in

the alpaca industry.

WITNESS our technical team and alpaca breeders working with

alpacas, providing information that speaks to the beginner as well as the
expert alpaca owner.

LEARN directly from Mazuri Ph.D. Nutritionists on nutrition topics

and feeding tips.

ENGAGE with alpaca professionals and get all of your alpaca

questions answered.

• Understand how effective nutrition supports healthy animal
development and optimal fiber quality.
• Hear from our research and development team and get the inside
“scoop” on our feed products.
• Learn from our Ph.D. nutritionists, veterinarians, and other alpaca
industry experts who are responsible for the innovation and quality
for which Mazuri is known.

We continually develop new research protocols,
conduct lab analyses and obtain research results
that drive every ingredient, flavor, formulation and
manufacturing decision we make. Experience for
yourself our never-ending pursuit to unlock the greatest
possible health and performance of your animals.

